University College, S. V. KEELING. University of London. PAGE xix Table of Contents; Sect. 257 :-Delete " there seems no ground for"
and " or unity of manifestation ", so that the sentence will read: " As to the natures of substances, unity of composition is the more appropriate expression." 3 Lines 2-3, insert before "all that exists ", "(1)"; and before "Existence as a whole ", "(2) ". 20 Note to last par. of ? 19:-" It is a belief, which has the relation of non-correspondence to all facts, which is false. A table which did not correspond to any fact would not be false. Also, it is the relation, not of non-correspondence, but of non-truth, which is a special sort of correspondence."
21 Line 7, for " fact ", read "event ".
24 Line 3 of ? 26:-After "implies ", insert " or does not imply ".
Marginal note: " The latter is the case with propositions containing ' may '."
Line 9 of ? 26: -After " assertion ", insert " But ' red is a quality' or ' red is visual' does not strictly assert a concomitance of characteristics, but asserts one characteristic of another. " Should one rather say that it is a very certain inference from two self-evident perceptions of perception ? " 89 Lines 20 and 23, in both, for " relations ", read " relationships ". 98 Lines 7-8, for "knowledge of A which .. . knowledge of A's qualities ", read "knowledge of A the unambiguity of which is not dependent on the unambiguity of my knowledge of A's qualities, . . ."
Line 21, insert a comma after " quality ", and insert " individuality" between " which " and " would ".
PAGE
98 Note following the footnote:-" What is now said in Chap. 37 leads to the conclusion that I always perceive a perception as having an exclusive description; the only thing having this q [uality] known to me at this [? time]." 101 Line 19, "their relations " is qualified by note: "some, but not necessarily all."
